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Executive Summary

 #e e"ects of changes 
to the atmosphere, 
including climate 
change and sea level 
rise, will have global 
consequences for the 
world and the United 
States.  According to a 
paper prepared by 
researchers from 
Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography, the 
University of California 
San Diego, the U. S. 
Geological Survey, 
Santa Clara University, 
the California Depart-
ment of Boating and 
Waterways, and Hydro-
logic Research Center, 
sea level is projected to 
rise 16” by 2050, and 
55” by 2100.1 E"orts 
are underway at various 
international, national, 
and state levels aimed 
at developing policies, 
innovative approaches, 

and adaptation strategies to lessen the impacts of climate change and sea level rise.
Sea level rise is an issue that has far reaching consequences for California, 

including the lands under the jurisdiction of the California State Lands Commis-
sion (Commission).  Sea level rise threatens coastal communities and infrastruc-
ture, including transportation facilities; electric utility systems and power plants; 
storm water systems and wastewater treatment plants and outfalls; vast areas of 
wetlands; and many other human and natural systems. According to a report by 
the California Climate Change Center, nearly half a million people, thousands of 

Source: Paci!c Institute Report, 2009.
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miles of roads and railways, 
major ports, airports, power 
plants and wastewater treat-
ment plants are at risk from 
a 100-year $ood event as a 
result of a 1.4 meter (55”) 
rise in sea level.2  It is believed 
that, in the coming decades, 
California will face intensify-
ing climate changes from the 
amount of emissions already 
released into the atmosphere.3

California is one of 
the leading states in the na-
tion in addressing the impacts of climate change, including sea level rise.  In 1988, 
under legislative mandate, the California Energy Commission issued a report on 
the potential impacts of climate change in California.  In the late 1990s, under a 
research program sponsored by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration, the California Applications Program was created at the Scripps Institute 
of Oceanography to research various aspects of climate change.  #e California 
Energy Commission’s Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) program was cre-
ated in 2001 to research potential impacts of climate change in a variety of areas.  
Executive Orders signed by Governor Schwarzenegger in 2005 and 2008 further 
direct California to address global warming, climate change and sea level rise.  #e 
2009 California Climate Adaptation Strategy summarizes the most recent science 
in predicting potential climate change impacts and recommends response strategies.4

Lands under the Commission’s jurisdiction are already vulnerable to a 
range of natural events, including storms and extreme high tides.  While some of 
these lands remain undeveloped, a signi%cant portion have been developed either 
pursuant to a lease from the Commission or pursuant to a legislative grant to a lo-
cal jurisdiction.  Increased storm intensity and sea level rise may lead to the loss of 
sandy beaches in some areas along the coast, while some areas may see an increase 
in the amount of sand deposited on the beach.  #is, coupled with the potential 
increase in shoreline protective devices, could reduce or eliminate public access 
along the coastline.

#e Commission has an important role to play in addressing the issue of 
sea level rise.  #e primary responsibility of the Commission will most likely be 
focused on assuring that development of lands managed by the Commission con-
siders the impacts of sea level rise.  Without this oversight existing developments 
could become hazards and important public infrastructure could become threat-
ened, which could have signi%cant economic consequences for California.

Source: Paci!c Institute Report, 2009.
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#is report has been prepared to address concerns expressed on the issue 
of sea level rise and the implications for California’s economic and social future by 
members of the Commission at the Commission meeting held on June 1, 2009.  
#e Commissioners requested that sta" conduct a survey to assess the extent to 
which the major grantees and sublessees, and the Commission’s lessees have consid-
ered the potential impacts of sea level rise on facilities located on sovereign lands.  
 #is report summarizes the results of the survey (Appendix), and the ef-
forts of California, federal agencies, and other coastal states to address sea level 
rise.  #e report will also discuss the legal implications of sea level rise on the state’s 
tideland boundaries and o"er recommendations to better assess the impacts of sea 
level rise on existing facilities, as well as future development proposals that may be 
considered by the Commission.  #e recommendations include proposed changes 
to the Commission’s application package to incorporate a sea level rise analysis, if 
appropriate, as well as other actions sta" can implement to lessen the impacts of 
sea level rise, some of which may require additional budgetary appropriations in 
order to achieve.



Introduction and Background

  #e Commission has jurisdiction over all ungranted tidelands and sub-
merged lands within the state.  Such lands include, but are not limited, to the beds 
of more than 120 navigable rivers and sloughs, nearly 40 navigable lakes, tidal 
bays, inlets, straits, lagoons and estuaries, and the three-mile wide band of tide and 
submerged lands adjacent to the coast and o"shore islands of the State.  #e Com-
mission has certain residual and review authority for tide and submerged lands 
legislatively granted in trust to local jurisdictions (Public Resources Code §6301 and 
§6306).  All sovereign lands, granted or ungranted, are impressed with the Common 
Law Public Trust, which governs the uses to which these lands may be put.
 #e California Legislature has transferred, by statute, certain sovereign 
lands in trust to 85 cities, counties, and harbor districts.  #ese lands are known as 
“granted lands” and include the major ports of Los Angeles, Long Beach, San Diego, 
San Francisco, Oakland, Richmond, Benicia, and Eureka.  Commission sta" 
monitors the granted lands to ensure compliance with the terms of the statutory 
grants, the California Constitution and the Public Trust Doctrine.
 On August 10, 2009, Commission sta" sent out 104 surveys to all its major 
grantees and lessees of major facilities along the coast and San Francisco Bay.  Of 
those 104 surveys, 40 responses were received.  All of the survey results are included 
in Appendix A.   #e survey included questions related to identifying existing 
facilities and the life expectancy of these facilities; whether the respondent has 
considered the e"ect 
of sea level rise on its 
facilities; how its facilities 
would be impacted by a 
sea level rise of 16” and 
55” (projected increases 
in sea level rise by the 
years 2050 and 2100); 
what actions the re-
spondents were consid-
ering to address sea level 
rise, including an estimate of cost; and whether the respondents were considering 
adaptation strategies to mitigate for sea level rise.  Based on the answers provided, it 
became apparent to Commission sta" that the majority of the respondents have 
not yet begun to comprehensively consider the impacts of sea level rise.  #ose 
respondents that have considered sea level rise are summarized in this report.
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Grantees
 #e Port of San Francisco responded that its facilities 

have a life expectancy of 100 years.  #e facilities main-
tained by the Port of Oakland have a projected life 
expectancy of 50 years.  Both Ports responded that its 
facilities would be impacted by occasional to frequent 
$ooding based on sea level rises of 16” and 55”. In 
addition, both Ports believe that adaptation strategies 
to address sea level rise in the Bay Area must be 
considered on a regional and state level, such as the 
proposed amendments to the San Francisco Bay 

Conservation and Development Commission’s Bay Plan, a more detailed discussion 
of which occurs later in this Report.  

#e San Diego Uni%ed Port District (SDUPD) responded that the life 
expectancy of its facilities span from 30 – 50 years.  Many of its existing facilities 
would not be greatly impacted by a sea level rise of 16”; however a 55” rise in the 
sea level would likely result in substantial impacts and potential inundation of 
certain facilities in both urban and wildlife areas.  #e SDUPD’s environmental 
review process requires the consideration of sea level rise for substantial modi%-
cations to existing facilities and for all new development.  #e SDUPD will be 
preparing a Climate Action Plan that will include identifying strategies to adapt to 
the e"ects of climate change and sea level rise.
 #e Port of Los Angeles (POLA) reported that most of its facilities are 
designed for a 50-year life expectancy.  #e Port responded that some possible 
$ooding and wave damage would occur from a 55” rise in sea level.  POLA is 
planning a study to identify vulnerable facilities and developing a response 
option analysis plan and will also be identifying sea level rise considerations in 
its design guidelines.

Lessees
 Several of the respon-
dents maintain marine termi-
nals and oil and gas facilities on 
sovereign lands.  #ese lessees 
generally concluded that their 
facilities will not be impacted 
by sea level rise.
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Source: Port of San Francisco

O"shore Oil Island White, Long Beach
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California E!orts

 At the closing of the Governor’s Global Climate Summit 2 on October 2, 
2009, Governor Schwarzenegger joined 30 global leaders in signing a declaration 
rea&rming the Goals of the 2008 Global Climate Solutions Declaration.  #e 
declaration acknowledges the need for greater e"orts in the %ght against global 
warming, including climate change.5

In California, a myriad of state agencies, departments, boards, commissions, 
and universities are involved in California’s e"orts in addressing climate change 
and sea level rise. #is report will summarize some of the major e"orts underway 
in California.   

Executive Order S-13-08

 On November 14, 2008, Governor Schwarzenegger signed Executive 
Order S-13-08 to create statewide consistency in planning for sea level rise.  #e 
executive order calls for, among other things, the completion of a Sea Level Rise 
Assessment Report, the consideration of sea level rise scenarios for the years 2050 
and 2100, and the development of a Climate Adaptation Strategy.  

#e Sea Level Rise Assessment Report will be dra!ed by an independent 
panel of experts and completed by December 1, 2010.  #e report will 
advise how California should plan for future sea level rise and include 
information on sea level rise projections, impacts on state infrastructure, 
and a discussion of future research needs.

#e consideration of sea level rise scenarios for the years 2050 and 2100 
shall be conducted by all state agencies under the administration that are 
planning construction projects in areas vulnerable to sea level rise.  #e 
purpose of considering these scenarios is to assess project vulnerability 
and, to the extent feasible, reduce expected risks and increase resiliency to 
sea level rise.  #ese scenarios should be considered by the relevant state 
agencies before the %nal Sea Level Rise Assessment Report is released.

#e Climate Adaptation Strategy will summarize the best known science 
on climate change impacts to California, assess California’s vulnerability to 
the identi%ed impacts and then outline solutions that can be implemented 
within and across state agencies to promote resiliency.   A 161 page 
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discussion dra! of the Climate Adaptation Strategy, which was developed 
by the California Natural Resources Agency’s Climate Action Team, was 
released on August 3, 2009 and went through a 45 day public comment 
period.  #e discussion dra!, among other things, recommends the 
establishment of a Climate Adaptation Advisory Panel to further assess 
the state’s climate change risks, the consideration of project alternatives 
that avoid signi%cant new development in areas prone to sea-level rise, and 
changes to water use policies.     

California Climate Change Portal

 #e California Climate Change Portal is an on-line website containing 
information on the impacts of climate change on California and the state’s policies 
relating to global warming.  It is also the home of the California Climate Change 
Center, a “virtual” research and information website operated by the California 
Energy Commission through its Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) 
Program.  #e website originally was created in 1998 by the California Energy 
Commission (CEC) and was expanded into a website Portal to combine the 
CEC’s e"orts with input from other state agencies. 

Climate Action Team

 #e Climate Action Team (CAT) was established pursuant to Executive 
Order S-3-05 signed by Governor Schwarzenegger on June 1, 2005.  #e CAT is 
lead by the Secretary of the California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA) 
and includes the Secretary of the Business, Transportation, and Housing Agency, 
the Secretary of the Department of Food and Agriculture, the Secretary of the 
Resources Agency, the Chairperson of the Air Resources Board, the Chairperson 
of the Energy Commission, and the President of the Public Utilities Commission.  
#e members of the CAT coordinate statewide e"orts to implement global 
warming emission reduction programs and the state’s Climate Adaptation 
Strategy. #e CAT is also responsible for reporting on the progress made toward 
meeting the statewide greenhouse gas (GHG) targets that were established in the 
executive order and further de%ned under the Global Warming Solutions Act of 
2006 (Chapter 488, Statutes of 2006). 
 To date, the CAT has released three reports pursuant to the mandates of 
Executive Order S-3-05.  #e %rst Assessment Report was released in March 2006, 
followed by the 2008 Assessment Report, which recommended the development 
of new climate and sea-level projections.  #e March 2009 Dra! Biennial Report, 
is the latest assessment and includes a discussion on proposed adaptation strategies de-
veloped by the Ocean Protection Council and the San Francisco Bay Conservation and 
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Development Commission to address climate change impacts in coastal areas for 
existing development, new development and ecosystems.  For existing development 
these strategies include rolling easements, relocating structures from high-risk areas, 
government purchases of vulnerable properties, seawalls and levees, and planned 
retreat.  Strategies for new development include the use of new building materials, 
and new designs that help protect development from $ooding and storm surges, 
smart growth and clustered development, mandatory setbacks to restrict 
development in vulnerable areas, and development of expendable or movable structures 
in high-risk areas.  Ecosystem strategies include regional sediment management 
planning, beach nourishment, creation of “bu"er zones” to allow for wetland migration, 
creation of new wetlands, and the creation of Marine Protected Areas.6  

California Resources Agency

 #e California Resources Agency has a key role in promoting and implement-
ing climate change policies.  Pursuant to Governor Schwarzenegger’s Executive Order 
S-13-08, the California Resources Agency was directed to ask the National Academy 
of Sciences (NAS) to convene an independent panel made up of state, national and 
international experts to complete the %rst California Sea Level Rise Assessment 
Report. #e %nal Sea Level Rise Assessment Report will advise how California should 
plan for future sea level rise.  #e report should include: (1) relative sea level rise 
projections speci%c to California, taking into account issues such as coastal erosion 
rates, tidal impacts, El Niño and La Niña events, storm surge and land subsidence 
rates; (2) the range of uncertainty in selected sea level rise projections; 
(3) a synthesis of existing information on projected sea level rise impacts to state 
infrastructure (such as roads, public facilities and beaches), natural areas, and 
coastal and marine ecosystems; and (4) a discussion of future research needs 
regarding sea level rise for California. #e Report is to be completed as soon as 
possible, but no later than December 1, 2010. 

As previously mentioned, in August 2009, the Resources Agency released 
the 2009 California Climate Adaptation Strategy Discussion Dra# (CCAS).  #e 
CCAS proposes a comprehensive set of recommendations to inform and guide 
California decision makers in developing policies that will protect the state, its 
residents and its resources from a range of climate change impacts, including 
sea level rise.
 #e Commission, the Ocean Protection Council, California Coastal 
Conservancy, California Coastal Commission, Department of Fish and Game, State 
Parks, and the Bay Conservation and Development Commission, as members of the 
Climate Adaptation Working Group, contributed to the Ocean and Coastal Resources 
section of the CCAS.  #e working group identi%ed six priority strategies in addressing 
climate adaptation for state agencies.  #e strategies include both near-term (actions 
which can be initiated or completed by 2010, with statutory or regulatory changes, 
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and long-term actions (those that will require support from and collaboration 
with multiple state agencies or that require signi%cant legal or regulatory changes).  
#ree of the strategies deal speci%cally with sea level rise.7 

Strategy 3 State Agencies Should Prepare Sea-Level Rise and Adaptation Plans 

Near-term – By September 2010, the State Lands Commission and other state 
agencies responsible for the management and regulation of resources and infra-
structure subject to potential sea-level rise should prepare agency-speci%c adapta-
tion plans, guidance, and criteria, as appropriate.  

Long-term – State agencies should regularly update, modify, and re%ne these ad-
aptation guidance documents and plans based on new information.

Strategy 4 Support Local Planning for Addressing Sea-Level Rise Impacts

Near-term – #e Ocean Protection Council, in consultation with other state 
resource agencies will coordinate public outreach programs and work to identify 
possible funding sources to assist state agencies and local governments in revising 
state and local plans.  All State agencies should encourage local jurisdictions to 
incorporate adaptive strategies when updating plans.  Finally, by 2011, or a!er 
development of guidance and when funding is secured, all coastal jurisdictions, in 
coordination with the California Coastal Commission and the San Francisco Bay 
Conservation and Development Commission, should begin development of 
amended Local Coastal Plans and general plans that include climate change impacts.

Strategy 5 Complete a Statewide Sea-Level Rise Vulnerability Assessment Every 
Five Years

 Long-term action: #e Ocean Protection Council, in coordination with other 
state agencies, should produce a coastal and ocean vulnerability assessment every 
%ve years that builds upon existing e"orts by the California Energy Commission 
and other agencies.  

California Coastal Commission

 In 2001, sta" of the California Coastal Commission (CCC) prepared a 
report intended to provide information about sea level rise and to investigate 
possible e"ects to California’s coast from sea level rise.  #e report discusses 
various actions that can be taken in response to sea level rise including hard 
engineering (seawalls, revetments, breakwaters, levees, etc.), so! engineering 
(beach nourishment or bu"er areas), accommodation/adaptation and retreat.
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 #e CCC’s regulatory process currently requires setbacks, review of engineering 
designs, establishment of wetland bu"ers, assumption of risk noti%cation to property 
owners and prohibitions on future seawalls for new developments.  #e CCC has 
participated in studies on shoreline change which has led to an improved 
understanding of shoreline retreat and erosion.  #e CCC is also coordinating 
with the California Coastal Conservancy to encourage acquisition of property in 
high risk areas.8

 CCC sta" consider sea level rise in most applications for projects along the 
coast -- either for the design of shoreline protection or for the siting of new 
development.  In many cases, project proponents are asked to look at the conse-
quences of a range of sea levels in an e"ort to understand if and when a property 
may be really at risk from rising sea level.9 
 A recently approved amendment to the Crescent City Local Coastal 
Program (LCP) recommends modi%cations to the LCP’s Land Use Plan LUP to 
address the threat of rising sea level.  One of those recommended modi%cations 
would “require that all geological, geo-technical, engineering and hydrologic 
evaluations include in their analyses the e"ects of sea level rise.”  #e city of 
Redondo Beach is considering a similar amendment to its LCP.10

California Energy Commission

Since 1988, the California Energy Commission (CEC) has played an 
important role in coordinating activities addressing climate change.  #e CEC’s 
activities include a number of e"orts supporting the California Global Warming 
Solutions Act of 2006, serving as a member of the CAT and various subgroups, 
providing policy guidance and monitoring international, national and regional 
developments that impact clean energy and climate change.11 
 One of the CEC’s programs is the Public Interest Energy Research Program 
(PIER).   #e PIER program was created in 2001, to research potential impacts of 
climate change in a variety of areas.  One of those research e"orts is a March 2009 
Paper prepared by the Paci%c Institute, $e Impacts of Sea-Level Rise on the 
California Coast.  #is Paper states that, over the past century, sea level has risen 
nearly eight inches along the California coast, and that modeling scenarios suggest 
substantial increases in sea level over the coming century. #e Paper concludes that 
sea level rise will inevitably change the character of the California coast, and that 
adaptation strategies must be evaluated, tested, and implemented if the risks 
identi%ed are to be reduced or avoided.12  

California Ocean Protection Council

#e Commission is a member of the Ocean Protection Council (OPC).  
#e OPC was created pursuant to the California Ocean Protection Act which was 
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signed into law in 2004 by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger.
#e OPC will establish policies to guide agencies responsible for ocean 

protection and will help coordinate California’s e"orts to adapt to the ocean 
impacts of climate change.  #e OPC is working to determine potential impacts 
along the coast due to sea level rise, including impacts to public infrastructure.13

Delta Protection Commission

Under the guidance of the Delta Vision Blue Ribbon Task Force, the Delta 
Protection Commission is in the process of updating its 1995 Land Use and 
Resource Management Plan which will include policies and recommendations for 
action that can be taken by local and state government to address the impacts of 
climate change on the Delta.14 

San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission

#e potential impacts to the San Francisco Bay Region based on the cur-
rent estimates of projected sea level rise will be signi%cant.  Impacts include loss of 
valuable real estate, critical public infrastructure, and natural resources.  Since the 
late 1980s, the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission 
(BCDC) has been studying and developing policies to address sea level rise.  
 In 2006, BCDC released a series of maps depicting the lands most 
vulnerable to sea level rise. Using data provided by the United States Geological 
Survey, BCDC has updated its sea level rise maps that show the low-lying 
areas around the Bay that are most in danger from projected sea level rise 
scenarios of 16” and 55”.15

In response to its 2008 Strategic Plan, BCDC sta" issued a sta" report on 
February 27, 2009 titled “Using the Public Trust Doctrine to Adapt to Climate 
Change in San Francisco Bay,” 16 which examines the relationship between the 
takings clause of the United States Constitution and the Public Trust Doctrine.  
#e sta" report concluded that while the Public Trust Doctrine does not give 
BCDC additional regulatory authority, it can be used to support decisions made 
by BCDC in its e"orts to address the impacts of climate change and sea level rise.

#rough its Climate Change Planning Project, BCDC has developed dra! 
%ndings and policies on climate change and a background report that re$ects the 
current state of knowledge regarding the potential impacts of climate change on 
the region. #e dra! sta" report issued April 7, 2009, Living with a Rising Bay:  
Vulnerability and Adaptation in San Francisco Bay and on its Shoreline, 17 identi%es 
vulnerabilities in the Bay Area’s economic and environmental systems, as well as the 
potential impacts of climate change on public health and safety.  #e information 
in the Report provided the basis for BCDC sta" ’s proposed revisions to the San 
Francisco Bay Plan, which, as of this writing, are under consideration by BCDC.
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 Earlier this year, BCDC sponsored an international design competition, 
Rising Tides, in an e"ort to solicit innovative design concepts that address the 
various design challenges for both existing and future development that is unique 
to San Francisco Bay.  
 BCDC has formed a partnership with the Netherlands and in late September, 
at a symposium held in San Francisco, a group of Dutch experts presented strategies to 
address sea level rise in San Francisco Bay and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.  
#e Dutch strategies focus on determining what types of development should 
exist in speci%c areas.  High economic value development could continue to exist 
with the help of levees and seawalls.  In other areas, the Dutch suggest “tidal 
embracing development”, involving urban tidal canals or parking lots with 
underground storm water retention.18  
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Source: Inundation data from Knowles, 2008. Additional salt pond elevation data by Siegel and Bachand, 2002. Aerial imagery is NAIP 2005 data.

DISCLAIMER: Inundation data does not account for existing shoreline protection or wave activity. These maps are for informational purposes only. Users, by their use, agree to hold harmless and 
blameless the State of California and its representatives and its agents for any liability associated with its use in any form. The maps and data shall not be used to assess actual coastal hazards, 
insurance requirements, or property values or be used in lieu of Flood Insurance Rate Maps issued by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
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Department of Water Resources

 #e Department of Water Resources (DWR) is an active member of the 
state’s Climate Action Team.  #e DWR is responsible for investigating and 
responding to global climate change as it a"ects water resources and delivery 
systems through statewide water planning as set by the California Water Plan.  An 
integrated approach to the Department’s activities will allow priorities to be set 
based on statewide strategic water plans to meet present and future bene%cial uses.  
Formal stakeholder involvement in the Water Plan Advisory Committee will be 
useful in assisting local agencies responding to climate change impacts by facilitating 
the dissemination of climate change information and modeling studies.19

 In October 2008, the DWR released its report, Managing an Uncertain 
Future Climate Change Adaptation Strategies for California’s Water, which proposes 
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Source: Inundation data from Knowles, 2008. Additional salt pond elevation data by Siegel and Bachand, 2002. Inundation data does not account for existing levees or other shoreline protection.
             Aerial imagery is NAIP 2005 data.
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adaptation strategies for state and local water managers in the face of a changing 
climate.  #e report recommends that the state establish an interim range of sea 
level rise projections for short-term planning purposes.  It also supports the 
convening of a scienti%c panel of the National Research Council to provide 
expert guidance and recommends that the DWR, in collaboration with other state 
agencies, develop long-range sea level rise scenarios and response strategies to be 
included in the California Water Plan Update 2013.20  

California Department of Transportation

 Under the direction of the Business, Transportation, and Housing Agency, 
the California Department of Transportation (Cal Trans) participates as a 
member of the Climate Adaptation Working Group.  Cal Trans and the CEC 
developed the infrastructure adaptation strategies included in the state’s Climate 
Adaptation Strategy.  #ose strategies include assessing environmental impacts 
from climate change in siting and re-licensing of new energy facilities; developing 
a detailed climate vulnerability assessment and adaptation plan for California’s 
transportation infrastructure; incorporating climate change vulnerability 
assessment planning tools, policies, and strategies into existing transportation and 
investment decisions; developing transportation design and engineering standards 
to minimize climate change risks to vulnerable transportation infrastructure; 
assessing environmental impacts from climate change in rehabilitating the 
transportation system and siting of new transportation projects; and incorporating 
climate change impact considerations into disaster preparedness planning for 
all transportation modes.21
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Federal E!orts

United States Policy
#e U.S. Congress is considering proposals that plan for sea level rise.  

Most notably, H.R. 2454 (Waxman-Markey) and S. 1733 (Kerry-Boxer), which 
are commonly referred to as the “cap-and trade” bills, create a National Climate 
Change Adaptation Program to increase the overall e"ectiveness of federal climate 
change adaptation e"orts.  #ese bills include speci%c sections that provide climate 
change safeguards for natural resources conservation as well as funding for states 
that carry out adaptation activities.  
 #e Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) was passed by Congress 
in 1972 to address high growth in coastal areas.  A 1996 amendment to the 
CZMA administered by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), called for greater coastal resource management and balancing economic 
development with conservation.  #ese goals are met through state management 
coastal programs.  #ese two programs include the National Coastal Zone Man-
agement Program and the National Estuarine Research Reserve System.  #e 1996 
amendment also established the Coastal Zone Enhancement Program that allows 
states to request funding to amend their coastal programs.  #e CZMA does 
mention sea level rise and calls for states to “anticipate and plan for sea-level rise 
…”,22 but lacks speci%cs on how states can accomplish this.

Department of the Interior

 On September 14, 2009, Ken Salazar, the Secretary of the Interior signed 
Secretarial Order No. 3289, Addressing the Impacts of Climate Change on America’s 
Water, Land, and Other Natural and Cultural Resources.  #e Order establishes 
a framework through which the Department’s bureaus will coordinate climate 
change science and resource management strategies to address the impacts of 
climate change on tribal lands and the nation’s natural and cultural resources.  #e 
framework will establish:

° a new Climate Change Response Council within the O&ce of the Secre-
tary that is responsible for coordinating a strategy among the Department’s agen-
cies and bureaus to increase scienti%c understanding and development of e"ective 
adaptive management tools;
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° eight regional Climate Change Response Centers to synthesize existing 
climate change data and management strategies, help resource managers implement 
those strategies, and conduct public outreach;

° a network of Landscape Conservation Cooperatives that will coordinate 
with the Department and federal, state and local agencies and partners and the 
public to develop landscape-level strategies to manage climate change impacts.23

 #e Order suggests possible acquisition of upland habitat and creation 
of wetlands and other natural %lters and barriers to protect against sea level rise 
and storm surges, and the possible relocation of certain iconic and culturally 
historic structures.24

U.S. Global Change Research Program

#e U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) coordinates and 
integrates federal research on changes in the global environment and the implica-
tions for society.  It began as a presidential initiative in 1989, and was mandated 
by Congress in the Global Change Research Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-606), which 
called for “a comprehensive and integrated United States research program which 
will assist the Nation and the world to understand, assess, predict, and respond to 
human-induced and natural processes of global change.”25

 #irteen departments and agencies participate in the USGCRP.  Pursuant 
to the Global Change Research Act of 1990, the USGCRP is required to prepare 
annual reports to Congress detailing its achievements and progress.  #e latest 
report titled Our Changing Planet: $e U.S. Global Change Research Program for 
Fiscal Year 201026  was submitted to Congress in October 2009. 

Other Federal Agencies
 In January 2009, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), with additional contributions from the U.S. 
Department of Transportation, released a report addressing the issues of sea level 
rise.  #e report, titled Coastal Sensitivity to Sea-Level Rise: A Focus on the 
Mid-Atlantic Region, provides a detailed assessment of the e"ects of sea level rise 
and examines multiple opportunities for governments and coastal communities to 
plan for and adapt to rising sea levels.  Although the issues apply to coastal regions 
nationwide, the report focuses on the mid-Atlantic region of the United States, 
where rates of sea level rise are moderately high, severe storms are fairly common, 
and a large extent of critical marsh habitat, high population densities, and 
infrastructure exist in low-lying areas.27 
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 One part of adapting to sea level rise is amending $ood insurance policies, 
provisions and plans.  #e National Flood Insurance Plan (NFIP) contains 
provisions that restrict certain types of $ood proo%ng in certain Federal Emergency 
Management Area (FEMA) zones.  Incorporating sea level rise considerations into 
the NFIP would allow rates to re$ect changing risk and allow local governments 
to e"ectively manage coastal $oodplains.  FEMA and the National Academy of 
Sciences supported a study by the Heinz Center recommending to Congress that 
insurance rates re$ect the risks from coastal erosion.28

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

 #e National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is a key 
participating agency in the USGCRP. NOAA’s O&ce of Coastal Resource 
Management (OCRM), provides national leadership, strategic direction and 
guidance to state and territory coastal programs and estuarine research reserves. 
#rough its support, either directly or through its partners, the OCRM is helping 
coastal or ocean managers address the causes and impacts of climate change.  #e 
OCRM distributes the CZMA Climate Change and Coastal Hazards E-News 
Update to keep state and territory coastal program managers and climate 
change/coastal hazards sta" informed about climate change.  NOAA also 
maintains an interactive website, which shows regional trends in sea level, including 
direction and magnitude of change %gures for speci%c locations.29

 #e OCRM provides coastal managers with information about shoreline 
management techniques emphasizing “alternative” shoreline management techniques 
including so!, non-structural, hybrid, or planning and policy approaches.  Its online 
website includes general resource information, case studies and links to other 
useful resources.30

U.S. En!ironmental Protection Agency
 #e U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) climate change 
programs and activities are an integral part of the EPA’s mission to protect human 
health and the environment. EPA’s Climate Change Web site o"ers the public the 
most current and accurate information on the broad issue of climate change.31

U.S. Geological Survey
 #e U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) provides scienti%c information in an 
e"ort to reduce loss of life and property from natural disasters.32  #e USGS is 
creating a vulnerability index of coastal environments that will aid in determining 
how coastal environments might physically change due to sea level rise.   #is Coast-
al Vulnerability Index (CVI) will be used for long-term resource management plans, 
national park facilities planning, and assessing long-term threats to cultural and 
iconic resources.  Pilot plans have already been completed for Cape Code National 
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Seashore in Massachusetts, the Gulf Islands National Seashore in Mississippi and 
Florida, and Olympic National Park in Washington.33  In California, the National 
Park Service is beginning a planning process to adapt the parking and visitor access 
facilities at the Point Reyes National Seashore to accommodate potential impacts 
of sea level rise. 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

 #e mission of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) is to, “provide 
vital public engineering services in peace and war to strengthen our Nations 
security, energize the economy, and reduce risks from disasters.”34  #e Corps is 
responsible for the design and construction of dams, canals, and $ood protection 
projects.
 On July 1, 2009, the USACE issued Circular No. 1165-2-211 which 
requires that potential sea level rise changes are to be considered in every Corps 
coastal activity as far inland as the extent of estimated tidal in$uence.  Future sea 
level rise projections must also be incorporated in the management, planning, 
engineering, design, construction, operation and maintenance of its projects.35  #e 
policy will help levee districts plan for the projected gradual changes in sea levels.  
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Other Coastal States

 Many coastal states are taking steps to address the potential impacts of sea 
level rise.  Governors of several states, including Florida, Louisiana, Maryland, 
New Jersey, New York, South Carolina, Virginia, and Washington have issued 
Executive Orders establishing various climate change commissions and advisory 
committees to consider the potential e"ects of global climate change, including sea 
level rise.  According to the Pew Center on Global Climate Change, some 36 states 
have completed or are in the process of completing comprehensive Climate 
Action Plans. #e plans detail steps that the states can take to reduce their contribution 
to climate change.36   #is report will summarize some of those various state e"orts.
           On September 18, 2006, 

the Governors of California, 
Oregon and Washington 
announced the West Coast 
Go%ernors’ Agreement on 
Ocean Health. 37   #e Agree-
ment launched a proactive 
regional collaboration to 
protect and manage the 
ocean and coastal resources 
along the entire West Coast, 
as called for in the recom-
mendations of the U.S. 
Commission on Ocean 
Policy and the Pew Oceans 
Commission. #e West 
Coast states will focus initial 

e"orts, in collaboration with the federal government, on a West Coast-wide 
assessment of shoreline changes and anticipated impacts to coastal areas and 
communities due to climate change over the next several decades, and work 
together to develop actions to mitigate and adapt to the impacts of climate change 
and related coastal hazards.  One of the major tasks identi%ed will focus on the 
issue of global and local sea level rise and the development of adaptation strategies 
to address impacts from sea level rise, guidance for coastal adaptation planning, 
and identi%cation of information and research need for coastal adaptation. 

Climate Action Plans
Source: Pew Center on Global Climate Change



 On September 14, 2007, Governor Sarah Palin signed Administrative 
Order No. 238, o&cially forming the Alaska Climate Change Sub-Cabinet.   #e 
Sub-Cabinet is charged with preparing and implementing an Alaska Climate 
Change Strategy. #is will be a transparent document which deals with state 
policies for anticipated climate change.   #e Sub-Cabinet’s strategy will discuss 
building the state’s knowledge of the actual and foreseeable e"ects of climate 
warming in Alaska; developing appropriate measures and policies to prepare 
communities in Alaska for the anticipated impacts from climate change; and 
providing guidance regarding Alaska’s participation in regional and national e"orts 
addressing causes and e"ects of climate change.38

 On June 4, 2009, Governors of the states of Delaware, Maryland, New 
Jersey, New York, and Virginia signed the Mid-Atlantic Go%ernors’ Agreement on 
Ocean Conservation.  #e Agreement establishes the Mid-Atlantic Regional Council on 
the Ocean and will include representatives from each state and the appropriate federal 
agencies.  #e Agreement recognizes that the states in the Mid-Atlantic region will 
bene%t by participating in a concerted regional e"ort focused, initially, on 
developing an integrated approach to the assessment of infrastructure vulnerability, 
as well as a collective undertaking to frame sea level rise adaptation strate-
gies to address infrastructure, critical coastal habitat and shoreline 
management needs.39

 In Connecticut, the Adaptation Subcommittee of the Governor’s Steering 
Committee on Climate Change (GSC) is assessing the impacts of climate change 
on infrastructure, natural resources and ecological habitats, public health, and 
agriculture and will recommend adaptation strategies in accordance with the 
requirements of Public Act 08-98. #e Subcommittee will report to the GSC by 
early January 2010 on climate change impacts, and by mid-2010, the Subcommittee 
will report to the legislature on recommendations for changes to programs and laws 
that would enable state and local governments to adapt to such impacts.40 
Connecticut’s Coastal Program has recommended a Habitat Restoration 
Committee to create new strategies in addressing estuarine restoration that include 
avoiding restoration of tidal wetlands adjacent to lands where sea inundation 
could occur.  #e state is also working to acquire high-resolution digital elevation 
maps that can be used in coastal hazard planning.41

 Florida Governor Charlie Crist established the Action Team on Energy 
and Climate Change (Action Team) by signing Executive Order 07-128 on 
July 13, 2007.   On October 15, 2008, the Action Team submitted its %nal report 
on Florida’s Energy & Climate Change Action Plan.  #e Report includes policy 
recommendations that will provide a framework for climate change adaptation 
strategies to guide Florida over the coming years and decades.  #e Action Team 
recommends that:   
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° local, state, and regional comprehensive plans be amended based on the 
best available data, include goals, objectives, and policies that will prepare 
the state for adapting to the future impacts of climate change, such as sea 
level rise.

° future policies should use incentives to encourage desired actions, including 
encouragement not to repeat past decisions that will leave new development 
exposed to sea level rise and other climate change consequences.

° local governments should review their coastal management elements to 
determine necessary amendments to make their coastal areas (especially the 
coastal high - hazard area) resilient to the future impacts of climate change, 
including sea level rise.

° Florida statutes, regulations, policies, and the Florida Administrative Code 
should be reviewed by the Florida Attorney General to determine potential 
con$icts between private property rights and the state and local governments’ 
responsibility to protect communities.42

 In 2008, the Florida Legislature established the Energy and Climate 
Commission (Commission).  #e Commission holds a variety of responsibilities, 
including administering %nancial incentive programs; completing annual 
assessments of Florida’s Energy and Climate Change Action Plan; and providing 
recommendations to the Governor and the Legislature.  #e Commission will also 
work cooperatively with other state entities, including the Florida Public Service 
Commission, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, the Florida 
Department of Community A"airs, and the Florida Energy Systems Consortium, 
to develop state energy and climate change policies and programs, including 
adaptation strategies.43  
 #e state of Maine prohibits the building of structures that have been damaged 
by storms if there is a reasonable expectation that the new construction could be 
damaged in the next 100 years.44  On April 23, 2009, the Maine Legislature signed 
a Resolve to Evaluate Climate Change Adaptation Options for the State.  #e 
Resolve requires the state’s Department of Environmental Protection (Department) 
to create a stakeholder group consisting of representatives from state government, 
business, industry, trade, and nongovernmental organizations to evaluate 
options and actions available to prepare for and adapt to the most likely 
impacts of climate change.  The Department is to report recommendations to 
the Joint Standing Committee on Natural Resources by February 27, 2010.  
The report may include proposals for legislation that may be considered by 
Maine’s Legislature.45  
 Maryland’s Commission on Climate Change (Commission) was formed 
pursuant to a 2007 Executive Order and is charged with preparing the state’s Climate 
Action Plan.  #e principal charge of the Commission is to develop a Plan of 
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Action (the Climate Action Plan) to address the drivers of climate change, to 
prepare for its likely impacts in Maryland, and to establish goals and timetables 
for implementation.  #e Plan was released in August 2008, and includes speci%c 
priority policy recommendations to address short-term and long-term adaptation 
and response measures, planning and policy integration, education and outreach, 
performance measurement, and where necessary, identi%es new legislation and/or 
modi%cations to existing laws.  #e Plan presents the %nal priority policy 
recommendations in support of the Commission’s vision for protecting Maryland’s 
future economic well-being, environmental heritage and public safety.46

 #e State of Maryland’s Coastal Program has an interactive web portal 
(Shorelines Online) that houses information and data on coastal hazards 
management and sea level rise. The Coastal Program also works with local 
governments to integrate various data and mapping into land use planning 
changes and amendments.47  
  In August 2008, Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick signed into law the 
Global Warming Solutions Act (GWSA), making Massachusetts one of the %rst 
states in the nation to move forward with a comprehensive regulatory program to 
address Climate Change.  #e GWSA created the Climate Change Adaptation 
Advisory Committee to study and make recommendations on strategies for 
adapting to climate change. #e Advisory Committee’s report will be presented to 
the Legislature by December 31, 2009.48

 #e New York State Legislature created the Sea Level Rise Task Force in 
2007, which is charged with applying the best available science to evaluate ways 
to protect New York’s remaining coastal ecosystems and natural habitats, and 
increase coastal community resilience in the face of sea level rise.  #e %nal report, 
due by January 1, 2011, will include an assessment of the anticipated impacts of 
sea level rise; recommendations to provide more protective standards for coastal 
development, wetlands protection, shoreline armoring and post-storm recovery; 
recommendations of measures to protect and connect habitats to facilitate range 
shi!s, protect and restore critical habitats and ecosystem services; identi%cation 
and monitoring of climate change e"ects on natural biota; integrate climate change 
adaptation strategies into state environmental plans; and recommendations on 
regulatory and/or statutory alterations to respond to sea level rise.49

 North Carolina is preparing a risk assessment and mitigation strategy study 
to evaluate the potential changes in coastal $ooding hazards due to sea level rise 
and changes in storm frequency and intensity associated with climate change in 
coastal North Carolina. #e primary goal of this study is to inform state and federal 
policy makers on the subject of the sea level rise impacts and foster development of 
risk management policy.50 
 Oregon’s Governor Ted Kulongoski established the Governor’s Climate 
Change Integration Group (Group) in May 2006.  #e Governor’s charge to the 
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Group is to continue and expand on the work of the Global Warming Advisory 
Group to develop a climate change strategy for Oregon that provides long-term 
sustainability for the environment, protect public health, consider social equity, 
create economic opportunity, and expand public awareness. In January 2008, the 
Group published its %nal report titled A Framework for Addressing Rapid 
Climate Change.  #e report proposes that Oregon takes steps toward developing a 
framework that will assist individuals, businesses, and governments to incorporate 
climate change into their planning processes.51

 Washington Governor Christine O. Gregoire has directed the state’s 
Department of Ecology to evaluate the potential impacts of sea level rise on the 
state’s shoreline.  A progress report is to be provided to the Governor by 
December 31, 2010.52  #e state formed a Climate Advisory Team (CAT) in re-
sponse to Executive Order 09-05.  In February 2008, the CAT published an 
interim report, Leading the Way on Climate Change: $e Challenge of Our Time. 
#e interim report includes strategies for incorporating climate change and its 
impacts into planning and decision making processes.  Speci%c sea level rise 
strategies include revising state land use, shoreline, and $ood control planning 
statutes and regulations, and clarifying the State Environmental Policy Act 
(SEPA) to e"ectively address sea level rise and other climate change impacts; 
incorporating climate change considerations into emergency planning; incorporating 
best available sea level rise and other climate change data and information into state 
and local government planning to promote resiliency of ecological systems and com-
munities; incorporating future sea level rise concerns and other climate change impacts 
in prioritization for funding, design, and post-project operation and maintenance.53
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California State Lands Commission

Sea Level Rise and Sovereign Boundaries
 As sea level continues to rise, it will have an impact on California’s sovereign 
lands and shoreline boundaries.  Under the Equal Footing Doctrine, as a fundamental 
right upon its admission to the Union on September 9, 1850, California took title, 
in trust as a sovereign state on behalf of its citizens, to the beds of all tidal and 
navigable waterways within its borders, not previously conveyed by the Spanish or 
Mexican government.  California holds its navigable and tidal waters in a sovereign 
trust for the public.54  #ese sovereign lands or Public Trust lands include tide and 
submerged lands including those adjacent to the coast and o"shore islands of the 
State and within bays, rivers, streams, sloughs, inlets, straits, estuaries, lagoons, and 
lakes.  As a result of the unique nature of these lands, there are no patents, lists or 
other documents conveying sovereign lands from the federal government to the 
State.  #ese lands may only be used for public purposes consistent with the 
provisions of California’s Common Law Public Trust Doctrine. 
 #e societal concept of a public commons regarding waters and access to 
them, as re$ected in what is today referred to as the Public Trust Doctrine, as well as 
the fact of sea level rise and adaptation to it, have been aspects of human interaction 
with the intersection of land and water for thousands of years.  Emperor Justinian 
(533 CE) is credited with %rst codifying, in Corpus Juris Civilis: Institutes 2.1, 
certain ancient and accepted concepts of natural law in described by Gaius in the 
2nd Century of the common era.  #ese legal precepts included “By the law of 
nature these things are common to mankind – the air, running water, the sea and 
consequently the shores of the sea.”55

Generally, sea level rise is not a recent phenomenon and has been occur-
ring for more than 12,000 years, since the last ice age.  #is is evidenced by the 
archaeological record le! of early Native American sites o"shore of the current 
California coast.56

On tidal waterways, by various statutory and judicial decrees, the landward 
boundary between sovereign tidelands and the adjacent uplands in California is 
de%ned by the ordinary high water mark (OHWM), except for areas a"ected by 
%ll or arti%cial accretion, whether the location is in San Francisco Bay, Malibu or 
San Diego Bay. Cal. Civ. Code § 670 and § 830.  #e United States Supreme Court 
has held, with some limited exceptions, that individual states have the right to 
de%ne the boundaries of and interests in land held in trust for the public.57 
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 California’s coastal water boundaries are ambulatory, changing as the 
shoreline erodes or accretes under natural conditions.  #e common law doctrines 
of accretion, erosion, and avulsion generally govern changes to water boundaries.  
Accretion and erosion are “gradual and imperceptible” gains and losses to an 
upland property, respectively.  A boundary marked by a water line is a shi!ing 
boundary, going landward with erosion and waterward with accretion.58  Such 
changes e"ectively alter the property boundary, the rationale being that a riparian 
property owner stands to gain as o!en as they stand to lose from such gradual, 
imperceptible changes.  Avulsion, on the other hand, is a swi! or rapid change 
in the location of a waterway, typically induced by a $ooding event.  Changes 
wrought by avulsion generally do not a"ect property boundaries.  “#e augmen-
tation of existing upland by gradual natural accretion alters the boundary of that 
upland accordingly.  When such augmentation occurs as a result of sudden avulsion 
or by accretion caused by the works of man, however, the boundary is not altered.”59 
#ese rules have been codi%ed under Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1014 and 1015 for rivers 
and streams and applied by the Courts to tidal and open coast shorelines.60 
 Like avulsion, under California law “arti%cial” accretion caused by human 
action does not alter tidal water boundaries:  “in a controversy between the state, 
or its grantees, and the upland owner, arti%cial accretions belong to the state, or 
its grantees, as the owner of the tidelands.”61  #e rationale for this rule is partly 
grounded in the policy that certain sovereign public lands cannot be conveyed into 
private ownership, whether by grant or by arti%cial means.62  Natural, gradual and 
imperceptible changes, which result in accreted lands, generally, are the only way 
in which an upland property owner may claim ownership of formerly submerged 
or tidal land.  In order to permanently %x a water boundary between the State and 
an upland owner, the natural shoreline must no longer exist and the State and the 
upland owner must either enter into an agreement establishing an agreed bound-
ary or litigate the boundary through a quiet title action.  
 Regardless of whether human activity contributes to the increased levels of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, which in turn contributes to climate change 
and an increase in the rate of the rising sea levels, the increase in the rise of the sea 
remains in the eyes of the law gradual and imperceptible – sea level rise, even tak-
ing into account the increase in the rate of the rise, while measureable over periods 
of years, is still not noticeable or detectable by the naked eye.  As such, the current 
rubric of statutory law and case law governing coastal boundaries in California 
remains valid and e"ective in determining the boundaries between California’s 
sovereign ownership of its waterways and the uplands along tidal waterways.  As 
has been the case generally throughout California’s legal history, coastal boundar-
ies and the State’s sovereign ownership should continue to move with ever shi!ing 
sands and seas.  But Commission sta" should continue to analyze each project on 
a case by case basis, in determining the boundary between the State’s sovereign 
ownership and uplands along California’s coastline and tidal waterways.
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Recommendations
Commission sta" has compiled a list of proposed recommended actions for 

Commission consideration.  

1. Direct sta" to continue giving careful consideration to the e"ects of sea level 
rise, including impacts to hydrology, soils, geology, transportation, recreation, 
and other resource categories in all environmental determinations.  Direct 
sta" to recommend feasible alternatives, project modi%cations, mitigation, or 
a combination of these measures, to avoid or reduce signi%cant impacts.

2. Direct sta" to undertake an inventory of existing leases to identify improve-
ments/infrastructure vulnerable to projected sea level rises of 16” and 55”.

3. Direct sta" to add a request for information concerning the potential e"ect 
of sea level rise on the proposed project to the Commission’s Surface 

 Leasing Application Form, Part III, Section B:  Assessment of Environmental 
Impacts.  If applicable, require applicants to indicate how they plan to address 
sea level rise and what adaptation strategies are planned during the 

 projected life of the project.

4. Consider amending the Commission’s Application Package to require 
that all new coastal development projects consider the implications of and 
include adaptation strategies for projected sea level rises of 16” and 55”, 
depending on the projected life expectancy of the project. 

5. Where appropriate, sta" should recommend project modi%cations that 
would eliminate or reduce potentially adverse impacts from sea level rise, 
including adverse impacts on public access.

6. Adopt engineering design standards requiring major facilities to withstand 
a de%ned storm event, such as a 100-year storm, taking into account sea 
level rise over the life of the project.

#e Commission is addressing the e"ects of rising sea level on marine oil 
terminals through a revision to its Marine Oil Terminal Engineering and 
Maintenance Standards (MOTEMS).   A revision to the 2007 California 
Code of Regulations, Title 24, Part 2, California Building Code, Chapter 
31F, Marine Oil Terminals includes a new Section 3103F.5.3.4 Sea Level 
Rise (SLR), which will require all marine oil terminals to consider the pre-
dicted sea level rise over the remaining life of the terminal.  Upon approval 
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by the California Building Standards Commission, the revisions should go 
into e"ect January 1, 2011. 

7. Include a provision in future leases requiring Lessees to comply with any 
provisions or standards that may be adopted by any regulatory agency that 
addresses sea level rise.

8. Continue to monitor changes from sea level rise in California and 
 coordinate with and seek advice and expertise from other federal, state, or
  local agencies on this issue.
9. Give careful consideration to future Boundary Line Agreements and Title 

Settlements.  Include a standard provision in such agreements stating that 
the Public Trust easement will move with submergence or when subject to 
the ebb and $ow of the tide.

10. Collect current information on the mean high tide line including, if 
 necessary, conducting boundary surveys along the coastline and bays, and
 possibly some inland waterways.  
11. Evaluate structures (wharves, docks, levees, breakwaters, piers, seawalls, 

$ood control structures, etc.) subject to the ocean environment for struc-
tural integrity and potential hazards as sea levels rise.

12. Continue to evaluate o"shore platforms in state waters based on American 
Petroleum Institute Recommended Practices.

13. Send the proposed changes to the Commission’s Application Package 
 addressing sea level rise to all grantees for their consideration and use.
14. Provide copies of this Report to the survey recipients for their consider-

ation and use and post the Report on the Commission’s website.
15. Report back to the Commission in one year on the progress made by 
 Commission sta" and its grantees.

 It is important to note that additional budget appropriations may be 
necessary in order for Commission sta" to implement Recommendations 2, 10, 
and 11.  Commission sta" does not anticipate the need for legislation at this time.  
However, Commission sta" may make further recommendations, including 
legislation, depending upon the annual review recommended by sta" of progress 
made to address sea level rise.
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Conclusions

 #e survey results con%rm that the Commission’s major grantees and 
lessees are just beginning to address the issue of sea level rise.  It is clear that sea 
level rise will impact sovereign lands under the jurisdiction of the California State 
Lands Commission.  One of the most signi%cant impacts will be to property 
boundaries from the resultant changes in the elevation of the mean high tide line.  In 
areas with coastal blu"s, sea level rise may increase blu" retreat rates due to higher 
high tides, storm surges, and continued blu" exposure to wave action.  #e erosion 
of coastal blu"s could lead to an increase in demand for shoreline protective 
devices.  All of these impacts could result in a reduction or elimination of public 
access along the coastline.  Potential impacts to the San Francisco Bay/Delta area 
can result from a rise in sea level and the resulting saltwater intrusions into 
estuaries, wetlands, freshwater systems and groundwater aquifers.  Projected rises 
in sea level can be expected to compound the vulnerability of Delta islands to levee 
failure and increase upstream backwater $ooding.
 #e recommendations included in this report are based on what is currently 
known about climate change and potential sea level rise.  #e Commission and its 
sta" should continue to coordinate with and seek advice from key stakeholders, 
including federal, state, and local agencies.  #rough its participation with other state 
agencies and departments in developing California’s Climate Adaptation Strategy, 
the Commission will be in the forefront of e"orts to mitigate the impacts of climate 
change and sea level rise on the lands and natural resources under its jurisdiction. 
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